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Abstract

Two predominant source formulations for the inverse problem of electrocardiology currently exist. They involve the recon-

struction of epicardial potentials or myocardial activation times from non-invasively recorded torso surface potentials. Each of

these formulations have their advantages, however, they have not been systematically compared against each other. We present

results from a simulation study which compared a number of epicardial potential (Tikhonov, Truncated SVD, Greensite-Tikhonov

and Greensite-TSVD) and a myocardial activation time formulation for the inverse problem of electrocardiology. A number of

different methods were also used to determine the appropriate level of regularization (optimal, L-curve, zero-crossing, CRESO) to

apply to each formulation.

The simulation study was conducted using an anatomically based boundary element porcine model with a variety of cardiac

sources. Varying levels of geometric error were introduced to the system and solutions were computed using each of the inverse

algorithms. Results show that under pure Gaussian noise potential based methods performed best at low noise levels while the

activation based method was less effected by higher noise levels. In the presence of correlated geometric error the activation based

method out performed the potential methods, with the Greensite-Tikhonov method being the most favored potential based method

when using the L-curve or zero-crossing method to determine the regularization parameter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Reconstruction of cardiac electrophysiological activity from remotely measured thoracic ECG recordings is known

as the inverse problem of electrocardiography [1], [2]. Potential recordings obtained on the torso surface provide a

spatially filtered, low resolution representation of the electrical events which occur within the myocardium.

Unless measurements are made directly on the active muscle, reconstruction of the heart activity at the cellular

level is impossible [3]. This is because it is possible to generate the same remote electrical recordings from different

configurations of cells. This fact lead to early attempts at solving the inverse problem being restricted to a small number

of fixed or moving dipoles. At the body surface it has been shown that the number of independent recordings that can

be obtained under a variety of conditions is of the order of20 � 40 although the sites at which these appear may vary

[4], [5]. It follows then that the number of independent parameters or features that one can detect is also relatively low

(providing one explanation why it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain anything meaningful from multiple dipole

source inverse formulations when the number of dipoles increases). The reconstruction of dipole configurations also

provides little in sight into the actual electrical activity which is occurring within the heart.

The first relationship between epicardial and body surface potentials was first suggested by Zablow [6] and his ideas

were later extended further using simple geometry by Martin [7]. This integral relationship between epicardial and

body surface potentials, opened up a new approach to the inverse problem, namely that of reconstructing the epicardial

surface potentials. By defining the problem in terms of epicardial potentials the problem is now uniquely determined

[3], [7] (unlike the equivalent dipole formulation). The epicardial potentials have also been shown to closely reflect the

electrical activity which is occurring within the myocardium [9].

Another approach has involved the reconstruction of the myocardial activation sequence itself [10]. The reconstruc-

tion of the activation wavefront provides a closer representation of the true underlying events that are occurring. Unlike

a multiple dipole formulation, both the epicardial potential and activation based formulations are unique, although in-

herently ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard: the solution does not depend continuously on the data and small errors

in the input can results in large disproportionate errors in the computed solution [11]. Various attempts have been em-

ployed to overcome this difficulty, giving rise to many of the different inverse formulations currently in existence [12],

[13], [14]. The large variety of inverse algorithms, each being validated using different methods and measures, has lead

to uncertainties in a preferred direction to take for improving existing algorithms.

Previous studies investigating the effectiveness of the inverse algorithms have usually concentrated on a single

method. Various Tikhonov regularization schemes have been extensively investigated using both concentric sphere

models and realistic geometric models [15], [16]. The potential based method presented in [17] which is both tem-

porally and spatially regularized (hereafter called the Greensite method) presented results using a simulated cardiac
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source [17] and a realistic torso geometry. An activation inverse algorithm based on the Critical Point Theorem [18]

was tested by using both simulated and experimental data with realistic torso geometry [19]. These independent studies

using different geometries and cardiac sources have lead to difficulties in comparing the relative performances of each

of these algorithms and formulations.

We aim to carefully analyze and compare the performance of a variety of inverse schemes (both activation and

potentials based) using an anatomically based porcine model with a range of cardiac source models. By doing this, we

aim to gain a better understanding not only of the limits of each different approach, but also of the relative strengths and

merits of each respective technique.

It should be pointed out that all the techniques used in this work are non-linear with respect to each cardiac source.

This means that the results for difference sources are not additive and that trends observed with one cardiac electro-

physiological state may not be the same as those observed with another state. However, it is hoped that the simulation

results presented here will at least be a useful guide.

A brief review of a number of common epicardial inverse procedures is given, followed by a description of an

activation based inverse approach. The geometric domain on which the tests are carried out is then described, together

with the different cardiac sources used in this study. Initial results showing the relative performances between the

different inverse algorithms under both Gaussian noise and in the presence of known amounts of geometrical error are

presented.

II. RECONSTRUCTION OFMYOCARDIAL ACTIVATION TIMES AND EPICARDIAL POTENTIALS

The reconstruction of epicardial potentials or myocardial activation times are the two main solutions for the inverse

problem of electrocardiology. Each of the inverse algorithms used throughout the simulations have been previously de-

scribed. However, we provide a brief description of each of these algorithms in the following sections for completeness

and to maintain consistency of notation.

A. Potential Based Inverse Algorithms

By posing the inverse problem in terms of reconstructing epicardial potentials, the solution is unique, however,

because the inverse problem is ill-posed the formulation is also inherently unstable. The major difficulty with such

discrete ill-posed problems is that the computed solution is sensitive to perturbations. Low levels of signal noise or

small geometric error can result in an unbounded solution. Hence it is necessary to incorporate further information

about the solution in order to stabilize the problem to obtain a feasible and stable solution.

Currently, two points of view exist to how best to handle the epicardial inverse problem: regularization or imposing

additional constraints. The term regularization was first introduced for a certain technique, but now it is accepted to
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classify any method to compute a smooth solution as a regularization method [12]. It is necessary to compute a smooth

solution which has useful properties in common with the exact solution to the underlying unperturbed problem, by

filtering out the high-frequency components associated with small singular values [20]. The basic problem with such a

technique is that it is not normally knowna priori the amount of regularization which is required in order to produce a

smooth solution. The second approach to solving the epicardial potential inverse problem is that of imposinga priori

constraints on the solution. These constraints can relate to physiology or known information about the solution that can

be both implicitly present in the formulation of the problem or explicitly defined in the definition.

The standard solution approach to solving the epicardial inverse problem of electrocardiography is based on solving

a time series of quasi-static problems given in the form

�B(x; t) = A�H(y; t) (1)

whereA is the geometric noise-corrupted transfer matrix and�B(x; t) is a noise-corrupted body surface potential

distribution at locationx and�H(y; t) is the unknown heart solution at locationy defined at timet. An adequate inverse

of the linear operatorA is necessary in order to obtain a useful solution�B(x; t). Alternatively we can consider a

system of linear equations given by

�B = A�H (2)

whereA and�B are both noise-corrupted linear operators of the solution�H [21]. The matrices�B and�H have

columns which are spatial vectors of potentials at a discrete locations on the heart and torso surface while each row is

a time series of potential at a given spatial positions. By solving each column of�B(x; t) to obtain the regularized

solution�H(y; t) to (2) we get

�H(y; t) = A
y
�t
[�B(x; t)] (3)

whereAy
�t

is the regularized inverse at timet. The regularized inverse can either represent a Tikhonov regularized in-

verse with regularization parameter�t or a truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) ofA given by the truncation

rank�t. In practice these two families of regularization methods are the most widely used.

A.1 Tikhonov Regularization

The Tikhonov solution is obtained by minimizing the objective function

�H(y; t) = min kA�H(y; t)� �B(x; t)k
2

2 + �2t kR�H(y; t)k
2

2 (4)

whereR is aN �N constraint matrix andk � k2 is the Euclidean norm.
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There are three common Tikhonov regularization methods – zero, first and second order. Zero-order Tikhonov has

R = I , the identity matrix, first-order Tikhonov usesR = G a discrete approximation to the surface gradient operator

and the second-order Tikhonov method usesR = L a discrete approximation to the surface Laplacian operator to

regularize the system.

The first term in (4) represents the least-squares solution to (2) while the second term constrains the amplitude of the

solution for zero-order Tikhonov, the surface gradient for first-order or the surface curvature for second-order Tikhonov

in the spatial domain [13]. The constant�t is theregularization parameterat timet which controls the weight given to

the residual and solution norm and controls the degree of smoothing [13].

The inverse for (3) is given by

A
y
�t

= (ATA+ �2tR
TR)�1AT (5)

The variations of Tikhonov regularization have previously been studied and compared using analytic solutions and a

spherical model [22]. It was found that zero-order Tikhonov regularization performed as well as those of higher order,

therefore we focus our remaining effort on the zero-order Tikhonov inverse. Substituting (5) into (3) the solution for

zero-order Tikhonov gives

�H(y; t) = (ATA+ �2t I)
�1AT [�B(x; t)]

=

NX
n=1

fn(t)
huA;n(x); �B(x; t)i

�A;n
vA;n(y)

(6)

whereu andv are the vectors from an SVD decomposition,� are their corresponding singular values,h�; �i denotes the

inner dot product of the columns vectors andfn(t) are the Tikhonov filter factors given by

fn(t) =
�2A;n

�2A;n + �2t
w

8>><
>>:
1 �A;n � �t

�A;n=�
2
t �A;n � �t

(7)

Hence, the filter factors filter out the contribution of�H(y; t) corresponding to the small singular values whilst leaving

the singular value decomposition (SVD) components corresponding to large singular values almost unaffected.

A.2 Truncated SVD

Another method of treating the ill-conditioned nature of the transfer matrixA is to derive a new problem with a

well-conditionedrank deficienttransfer matrix [23]. The closest rank-�t approximationA�t
toA is easily obtained by

truncating an SVD expansion ofA, i.e.,

A�t
(x;y) =

�tX
n=1

�A;nuA;n(x)vA;n(y) �t � N (8)
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The Truncated SVD (TSVD) solution is obtained by minimizing the objective function

�H(y; t) = min kA�t
�H(y; t)� �B(x; t)k (9)

The inverse for this problem is given by

A
y
�t

= ~V A
~�
�1

A
~U
T
A (10)

where ~UA and ~V A contain the first�t columns ofUA andV A respectively and~�A is a�t � �t diagonal sub-matrix

of � (whereVA andUA are the orthogonal matrices from the SVD ofA and� are corresponding singular values).

Substituting (10) into (3), the TSVD solution yields

�H(y; t) = ~V A
~�
�1

A
~U
T
A[�B(x; t)]

=

�tX
n=1

huA;n(x); �B(x; t)i

�A;n
vA;n(y)

(11)

where�H(y; t) can be derived from (6) where the corresponding filter factors are equal to zero or one. The terms up to

and including�t are included in the summation and have a filter factor of one whilst the remaining terms are zero. The

performance of TSVD regularization is often indistinguishable from that of a zero-order Tikhonov regularization [20].

A.3 Greensite Epicardial Formulation

Standard regularization techniques (such as Tikhonov and TSVD) have achieved only limited success in solving the

inverse problem of electrocardiography [14]. The major drawback with these regularization schemes is that they impose

non-physiological constraints on the problem by ignoring the temporal dependency of the data [24].

Attempts have been made to make better use of the temporal correlations by implementing explicit constraints based

on solutions at adjacent time instances. Since cardiac activation is a continuous process in time it seems logical to

incorporate the continuous property of the temporal information into the problem. This can be achieved via a Twomey

technique [25]. However, this requires an initial estimate of the solution and the quality of the inverse solution depends

on the quality of this estimate [13]. The major problem which such a technique is that the final solution will be biased

towards the initial estimate of the solution.

Greensite describes the inappropriateness of such methods [24] and introduces a new method for computing epicardial

potentials [17]. This method simultaneously regularizes the equations associated with each time point and is based on

the idea (and proved theoretically) that a solution based on optimal regularization of each integral equation associated

with each principle component of the data will be more accurate than a solution based on the optimal regularization of

each integral equation associated with each time point.
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Instead of treating each column of�B(x; t) independently, we can treat the body surface potentials as afamily of

solutions. The SVD of the body surface potential matrix�B 2 RM�T is given by

�B(x; t) = UB�BV
T
B =

X
i

uB;i(x)�B;ivB;i(t) (12)

whereUB is anM � Ne matrix which represents the spatial basis,� is anNe � Ne matrix with the singular values

stored on the diagonal andV B is aS � Ne matrix which represents the temporal basis whereNe = min(M;T ) in

reduced form. Thus (3) can be written as

�H(y; t) = A
y
�t
[�B(x; t)]

=
X
i

h
�B;iA

y
�t
[uB;i(x)]

i
vB;i(t)

(13)

The regularization parameter�t is the same for eachi in (13) and thus the solution cannot possibly result in an optimum

regularized solution [21]. This argument was justified as the term�B;iuB;i(x) represents almost pure noise for suffi-

ciently large values ofi. Instead of regularizing the solution with the same regularization parameter for eachi a better

approach is to remove the equations that represent the noise.

The solution method defined by Greensite [21] is

�H(y; t) =
X
i

�B;iA
y
�i
[uB;i(x)]vB;i(t) (14)

whereAy
�i

is the regularised inverse ofA for each individual equationi determined via either Tikhonov regularization

with regularization parameter�i or TSVD regularization with a truncation rank�i.

We simplify the solution process of (14) by solving a two step problem, emphasizing that the solution process is best

examined as a problem coupled with the regularized inverse regime.

We initially solve the system of linear equations for each equationi, i.e.,

uB;i(x) = A[i(y)] (15)

The solution to (15) is obtained by

i(y) = A
y
�i
[uB;i(x)] (16)

i.e.,a traditional inverse method (e.g.,Tikhonov or TSVD) but applied touB;i(x), the spatial basis vectors, rather than

�B(x; t). Thus in the context of a zero-order Tikhonov regularization the solution to (16) is given by

i(y) =
NX
n=1

huA;n(x); uB;i(x)i
�A;n

�2A;n + �2i
vA;n(y) (17)
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and similarly for TSVD

i(y) =

�iX
n=1

huA;n(x); uB;i(x)i

�A;n
vA;n(y) (18)

Finally the solution to (2) is given by

�H(y; t) =
X
i

�B;ii(y)vB;i(t) (19)

or similarly in matrix form

�H = ��BV
T
B (20)

wherei(y) forms thei-th column of the matrix�.

In a practical case the exact solution�H is unknown and it is necessary to have alternative technique to generate a

solution as close to the optimal regularized solution as possible. The associated regularization parameter or truncation

rank for each equationi can be determined via visual inspection of the discrete Picard condition [17]. To determine

whether the discrete Picard condition in the manner presented in [17] is met is a subjective process. In our case, the

determination of the inter-equation truncation rank was obtained in an automated manner. This was achieved via an

estimate of the effective rank of the spatial signal data. This inter-equation rank was determined from the maximum

curvature of the singular values of values of�B;i and was used to determine an “optimal” regularized solution. However,

in general, this solution will not be the global optimal solution obtained from choosing the optimal inter-equation rank.

B. Activation Based Inverse Algorithm

The activation inverse algorithm revolves around obtaining an estimate of the activation sequence from known body

surface potentials. Using this estimate, the activation sequence is then refined using an optimization loop which mini-

mizes the differences between the known torso potentials and those computed using the transfer matrix and the current

estimate of the activation field.

The initial estimate is obtained by using the Critical Point Theorem (CPT) [19]. The CPT states that, a pointy0 on

the the surface of the heart is acritical point of the activation time field� (y) on the surface of the heart if and only if

A (y0;x) is in the space spanned by the spatial principal components of�B(x; t). The activation field� (y) is defined

as the time at which phase zero of the action potential occurs at a pointy on the surface of the heart.

The basic idea behind the CPT stems from the observation that when an evolving cardiac wave front intersects the

endocardial or epicardial surface ahole develops in the wave front. This hole corresponds to a critical point and the

time at which this occurs is known as the critical time. With all critical points and times determined, the computation

of the entire activation field on both epicardial and endocardial surfaces is theoretically a well-posed problem [26].
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In the noisy settings encountered in practice, the CPT does not always accurately locate the critical events. In general,

the locations of the critical points are well determined but their corresponding times tend to be compressed towards the

center of the time domain. As a result of this, the optimization phase of the procedure can be aided by the imposition

of additional constraints on the optimization process. These constraints can include fixing the locations of critical

points and the addition of a surface Laplacian constraint [27], [28] to ensure that the activation field is physiologically

realistic. The surface Laplacian is a second order Tikhonov constraint, however, unlike the use of this constraint in

epicardial potential approaches, it has a physiological basis since the path of the surface activation wavefront is known

to be continuous and smooth at a length scale greater than the size of a cell. The surface Laplacian was computed using

a finite difference approximation at the nodal positions.

The final objective function which is minimized with respect to the activation times is,

� (y) = min fkA�M (y; t)� �B(x; t)k
2

2 + �kL� (y) k22g (21)

where �M is the transmembrane potential,� is a parameter controlling the degree of regularization imposed on the

objective function andL is the surface Laplacian of the activation field.

The non-linear optimization process was described in detail in [19] along the computation of the approximation of

the surface Laplacian. These methods were later extended to include an initial estimate given by the CPT in [29].

C. Determining the Regularization Parameters

All of the inverse algorithms mentioned above involve determining the appropriate level of regularization to include

in the system. This involves determining at least one regularization parameter for which there exist manya posteriori

methods to determine this value. Each method attempts to provide a balance between the solution and regularization

norm. Commonly accepted methods are generalized cross validation [30], L-curve [31], zero-crossing [32] or the

CRESO criterion [33].

We use the formulation for the standard potential inverse given in (1) for determining the appropriate regularization

parameters. The same methods apply for Greensite’s approach exceptuB;i(x) replaces�B(x; t) andi(y) replaces

�H(y; t) in (15).

Since the matricesUA andV A are orthonormal the squared solution norm of (6) is given as

k�H(y; t)k22 =

NX
n=1

�
fn(t)

huA;n(x); �B(x; t)i

�A;n

�2
(22)

and the residual term is given as

kA�H(y; t)� �B(x; t)k
2

2
=

NX
n=1

h�
(1� fn(t)

�
huA;n(x); �B(x; t)i

i2
(23)
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We define and use four criteria for obtaining an appropriate regularization parameter or truncation rank.

C.1 Optimal Criterion

The optimal criterion solution, although clinically not feasible as it requiresa priori knowledge of the epicardial

potential distribution, places a lower bound for the accuracy of a given regularization scheme and thus leads to a valid

comparison measure between relative regularization inverse approaches.

The optimal solution for Tikhonov and TSVD regularization schemes can be obtained by choosing the optimal regu-

larization parameter�t at timet for the solution to (3) which minimizes (24)

k�̂H;i(y)��H;i(y)k2 (24)

where�̂H;i are thei-th regularized solution and forms thei-th column of the regularized solution�H . The optimal

regularized solution to Greensite’s method can be obtained via regularizing everyi-th equation individually since the

columns ofUB are orthogonal, hence are linearly independent. Thus for every solutioni(y) to (16) the optimal

regularization parameter is the value which minimizes

k��BV
T
B ��HkF (25)

wherek � kF denotes theFrobeniusnorm.

C.2 L-Curve

The L-curve approach involves plotting a log-log plot of the residual norm on the abscissa against the solution norm

on the ordinate. The resulting curve is typically in the form of an “L” with the regularization parameter�t defined as a

point on the L-curve defined by

(�(�t); �(�t)) = (log kA�H(y; t)� �B(x; t)k2; log(�H(y; t)k2) (26)

The L-curve criterion determines the resulting regularization parameter as the corner of the “L” which is associated with

the maximum curvature�, defined for an implicit function as

�(�t) =
� 0�00 � � 00�0

((� 0)2 + (�0)2)3=2
(27)

C.3 CRESO

The Composite REsidual and Smoothing Operator (CRESO) criterion chooses the regularization parameter for which

the difference between the derivative of the residual term and the derivative of the smoothing term is maximized [33].
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The CRESO regularization parameter is determined as the smallest value of�t that results in a relative maximum of the

function

C(�t) = k�H(y; �t)k
2

2
+ 2�t

2
d

d�t
k�H(y; �t)k

2

2
(28)

where�H(y; �t) is the potentials on the heart regularized by the regularization parameter�t.

The functionC(�t) is the derivative of the functionB(�t), where

B(�t) = �2t k�H(y; �t)k
2

2
� kA�H(y; �t)� �B(x; t)k

2

2
(29)

The CRESO function is only strictly defined for a continuous regularization parameter and hence cannot be used for the

discrete TSVD approximation [34].

C.4 Zero-Crossing

The zero-crossing criterion aims to find the regularization parameter via solving the functionB(�t) = 0 in (29) for

the smallest value of�t. This is essentially the minimum-product criterion proposed by [34] as another approach of

obtaining the corner from the L-curve [35].

III. G EOMETRIC AND CARDIAC SOURCEMODELS

To test and compare the various inverse approaches a geometrical model and cardiac source configurations is required.

For the inverse algorithms to be widely accepted as an aid for clinical diagnosis some form of validation of results is

essential. We aim to validate these results using invasively measured data obtained from pigs [36] and for this reason,

our simulations studies have concentrated on using porcine geometry and have included cardiac sources obtained from

pig experiments.

A. Geometric Model

The boundary element based porcine model was developed from a sequence of 5 mm spaced cross-sectional CT

images of a young20 kg pig. Three-dimensional data sets of the key surfaces of the organs were digitized (left and

right endocardial, epicardial, lung and skin) and bicubic Hermite elements were then used to model each surface using

a non-linear fitting technique [37]. The appropriate mesh resolution for the torso model was determined by performing

a detailed convergence analysis. Additional details of the model construction and convergence process can be found in

[29].
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B. Cardiac Source Models

In order to solve the forward problem of electrocardiography a cardiac source is required which defines the electrical

distribution, usually as an activation sequence or potential distribution. The source can consist of actual heart potential

recordings, obtained via invasive means, can be approximated using simulated models or can be approximated from

recorded sources which are thought to represent a realistic epicardial potential distribution.

The inverse problem is inherently non-linear, so three different cardiac sources were used throughout this study. They

included an activation field derived from specified initial activation sites (double point), an activation field derived from

and eikonal simulation (eikonal) [38] of ventricular activation and an activation field obtained from an experimental

setup (experimental) [36].

The double point cardiac source (shown in Fig. 1a) was generated from two initial activation sites located near the

left and right free epicardial walls. The activation time for both the endocardium and epicardium surfaces were based

on a distance measure from the nearest activation site . The left activation point source was further from the epicardium

which represents a delayed pulse. Despite being a simplistic theoretical activation sequence, it has the basic features of

a real activation sequence and is a useful test case on which to compare the various inverse procedures.

[Figure 1 about here.]

The eikonal cardiac source (shown in Fig. 1b) was derived from a simulation of a myocardial wavefront modeled

using an eikonal equation [38]. Although a numerical solution, it possesses the correct activation properties of a normal

activation sequence [39]. The original solution was performed on a canine ventricle model and this was then transformed

to the porcine ventricular surfaces via an orthogonal projection and least squares fitting of the activation field.

The experimental cardiac source (shown in Fig. 1c) was derived from epicardial surface potentials which were exper-

imentally recordedin-vivo from a porcine specimen [36]. The epicardial potentials were measured using an electrode

sock with127 electrodes. The activation times were defined as the point at which the signal tracings had the greatest

negative slope as determined via a moving finite difference interval. The measured epicardial potential field was then

fitted in a least-squares sense to the heart mesh. A realistic endocardial activation sequence was then generated in ac-

cordance with the epicardial sequence from a myocardial activation inverse simulation using clean, forwardly mapped

body surface potential from the recorded epicardial distribution to preserve consistency.

The relative short duration of the experimental cardiac source is because it was obtained from a normal sinus rhythm

from a porcine heart. Its duration is of the correct length when compared to a normal porcine QRS duration [36].
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IV. I NVERSE SOLUTIONS

By analyzing inverse solutions obtained from a simulation study, the results will not be affected in an unknown man-

ner by any experimental errors (which always occur in an experimental or clinical setup). The performances of different

algorithms can also be systematically compared when they are subjected to known levels of different experimental errors

(e.g.,signal, geometric or material property errors).

A. The Forward and Inverse Problems

The appropriate transfer matrices to compute both the body surface potentials and epicardial potentials for the porcine

model were assembled using the methods and material conductivities described in [29]. For each of the three cardiac

sources described in Sec. III, corresponding epicardial and torso surface potentials were computed using the appropri-

ate transfer matrices. These are capable of providing known potential and activation time solutions on all locations

throughout the torso. These torso surface potentials where then used as input for the each of inverse algorithms. The

resultant inverse solutions were then compared to the known activation and epicardial potential solutions.

B. Solution Comparison

When performing a numerical simulation study it is possible to directly compare the numerical inverse solutions to

the known or goal solutions. This direct comparison provides an accurate quantitative measure of the performance of

each inverse algorithm. Using these methods the relative performances of each algorithm can also be systematically

compared under different conditions.

Known solution fields� were thus compared to the computed�̂ solutions using the error metrics described in (30),

(31) and (32).

The differences between the two activation fields can be quantified in terms of the RMS error given by

RMS error=

�
(�n � �̂n)

2

N

� 1

2

(30)

where�n represents the correct activation field and�̂n is the computed activation field andN is the number of sample

locations.

The relative RMS error provides a normalized error measure for differences in magnitudes of two fields and is defined

as

Relative RMS=

�
�n � �̂n

2

�2n

� 1

2

(31)

When used to compare signal traces, this error metric can provide a relative difference in the magnitude of the signals.
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The Similarity Index (SI) or correlation coefficient, measures the linear relationship between the two fields and is

insensitive to magnitude differences. It is defined as

SI =
�n � ��n

k�n � ��nk2
�

�̂n � �̂�n
k�̂n � �̂�nk2

(32)

where ��n denotes the sample mean. A SI coefficient of1:0 indicates the two fields have an identical pattern.

The epicardial potential and myocardial activation based inverse formulations produce distinctly different solutions,

one of the solutions must be converted to a compatible format so that they can be compared. When mapping arrhyth-

mias, activation times provide useful information regarding the points of initial activation and the path of electrical

excitation, therefore, the epicardial solutions were converted to activation time solutions by assigning the point of maxi-

mum negative slope as the activation time [40]. This conversion process introduces further errors into the potential based

solutions and one might argue that this biases the activation based methods. However, it is fair to compare how well

the epicardial potentials estimate activation times, versus how well the activation based formulations estimate activation

times since the time of activation is of high importance in a clinical situation, especially when examining arrhythmias.

The degree of error introduced in an epicardial potential estimate of activation time is illustrated in three cases shown

in Fig. 2 where the activation times derived from maximum negative slope are compared to the original activation from

which the epicardial potentials were computed. Minimal, average and maximal errors are shown for a given data set

with errors of 0.2, 1.0 and 9.4 ms respectively.

[Figure 2 about here.]

Another source of error associated with epicardial inverse activation time is that the activation times obtained are

discrete time measures and hence an error of up to 0.5 ms can be associated at each heart node.

C. Inverse Simulations with Electrical Noise

The porcine model with all six regions was used to compare each of the inverse algorithms under moderate noise

conditions. Torso surface potentials were generated by solving the forward problem for each of the cardiac sources.

Gaussian noise of50 �V RMS were applied to the body surface signals (peak-to-peak range of around3 mV) and then

used as input for each of the inverse algorithms. This a realistic low level of Gaussian noise which represents a typical

error obtained in an experimental or clinical situation.

The results for these simulations are summarized in Fig. 3 and are shown graphically for the activation and Greensite-

Tikhonov method using the zero-crossing criterion for determining the regularization parameter in Fig. 4 (i.e.,methods

1 and 11 respectively). Solutions computed with minimal level of5 �V RMS of Gaussian noise with the double point

cardiac source are shown as the ‘control’ simulations in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
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[Figure 3 about here.]

[Figure 4 about here.]

The computed solutions were compared to the known cardiac sources with both the RMS and SI error metrics, with

both producing similar trends in the results as shown in Fig. 3.

In the presence of50 �V RMS noise the activation based approach performed the best for the double point and

the experimental cardiac source, while the Tikhonov method with the regularization parameter determined using the

CRESO criterion had the best results with the eikonal cardiac source. As shown by the control simulations from Fig. 5

and Fig. 6 where only5 �V RMS noise is present, the potential based methods produced the best solutions when

the optimal regularization parameter was used. In general, no inverse approach was clearly the best, however, the

Greensite-Tikhonov method with the regularization methods determined using the zero-crossing and L-curve methods

may be slightly favored under moderate levels of Gaussian noise.

D. Inverse Simulations with Heart Displacement

The inverse simulations were then performed with the inclusion of a correlated geometric error. This correlated error

involved displacing the heart by a known amount in the lateral directions from its original position. This error provides

an example of a typical error that can be experienced in an experimental situation when the model of the heart is not

correctly positioned. The translation of the heart produces a correlated error on the system and most inverse algorithms

are geared towards filtering out the effects of uncorrelated errors such as Gaussian signal noise. To represent true

conditions a minimal level of5 �V RMS of Gaussian noise was added in each simulation.

[Figure 5 about here.]

[Figure 6 about here.]

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrates the effects of introducing varying levels of geometric error into the system. Fig. 5

compares the solutions of all the inverse methods (after the potential based solutions have been converted to activation

fields) while Fig. 6 compares each of the potential based solutions against the known epicardial potential distributions.

Fig. 5 shows that the activation based method produced results which were more stable than the potential based

methods in the presence of geometrical error. However, when no geometric error was added and combined with only

10 �V RMS of Gaussian noise the potential based methods consistently produced slightly better results. However, this

was not the case when50 �V RMS of Gaussian noise was added to the torso surface signals as the results show in

Fig. 3a, where the potential based methods tended to out perform the activation based method. Large errors usually

resulted in the potential based solutions when the heart was displaced by greater than10 mm from its original position.
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When choosing the optimal regularization parameter for each potential based method, all inverse schemes produced

similar results, under all levels of geometric error. However, these methods are not usually practical as they require

a priori knowledge of the heart solution.

The Greensite-Tikhonov methods with the regularization parameter determined using the L-curve and zero-crossing

methods produced the best results in the presence of geometric noise for each of the potential based methods. This was

the case when the solutions were compared to the original epicardial potential solutions or converted and then compared

to the original activation times.

In Fig. 7 we also compare the performance of the Tikhonov which only regularizes the the spatial domain and the

Greensite-Tikhonov inverse method which regularizes in both the spatial and temporal domain. In both methods the

zero-crossing method is used to determine the level of regularization to include. The plots show traces from two

locations on the epicardium with the heart displaced either10 or 20 mm. The solutions produced by the Greensite-

Tikhonov method does not contain high frequency oscillations which are undesirable especially when activation times

are derived by picking the point of maximum negative slope.

[Figure 7 about here.]

In the absence of correlated errors and low levels of electrical noise, the potential based methods tended to perform

slightly better than the activation based approach. The Greensite-Tikhonov method using CRESO to determine the

regularization parameter produced the best results under control conditions. However, all potential based methods

failed drastically as soon as any geometric error was introduced into the system, while the activation based methods did

not.

V. DISCUSSION

The lack of controlled simulation studies comparing the effectiveness of the vast variety of inverse algorithms has lead

to uncertainty regarding the relative performances of each of the algorithms. The different protocols applied to each of

the previous simulation studies also means there are difficulties in comparing the results between different studies.

We have presented the initial results from a simulation study using a realistic porcine model. The results from this

study are intended to aid in the understanding of the levels of accuracy required for the inputs of the inverse problem to

obtain viable solutions as well as to determine the relative performance of different inverse procedures.

The simulations have involved three distinctly different cardiac sources and a variety of inverse algorithms. In addi-

tion to control conditions, the algorithms have been also been subjected to the presence of signal, material property and

geometric errors, although only the results examining the effect of lateral heart translation have been presented at this

stage.
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As Fig. 3 shows, the accuracy of the solution is highly dependent on the complexity of the cardiac source. However,

it is reassuring that all inverse methods tended to perform at a similar level for each cardiac source indicating that it is

not necessary to use different algorithms to reconstruct different cardiac sources.

The errors introduced when epicardial potentials are converted to activation based solutions, though significant at

times, does provide a common basis for the different solutions to be compared. By examining Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 similar

trends are maintained after the conversion process, so the converted results still provide a true representation of the

potential based solution.

The activation based inverse method produced the most accurate inverse solutions in the presence of geometrical

error. However, when no geometric error was present in the system (something not achievable in practice), the potential

based approaches were marginally favored. When the heart was laterally translated more than10 mm in either direction,

the accuracy of the epicardial potential based solutions began to deteriorate rapidly. Using the optimal criterion each

of the potential based methods provided similar results, but this method of selecting the regularization parameter is

not usually feasible as it requiresa priori knowledge of the solution. The Greensite-Tikhonov solutions with the

regularization parameter determined using the CRESO and zero-crossing methods produced the most favorable potential

based solutions.

The consistency of the activation based approach indicates that is may be favored in a clinical situation. This approach

is also able to provide information about the electrical activity on both the epicardial and endocardial surfaces of the

heart (often the location where catheter based recordings are obtained) while the potential based methods only provide

information on the epicardial surface. The potential based approaches are however, less computationally expensive and

can provide solutions on a near real-time basis. Thus a combined potential-activation based inverse method may be the

preferred approach to a clinically viable inverse procedure.
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Fig. 1. The three cardiac source models (double point, eikonal and experimental) shown with the color field representing the
activation activation times (ms), red representing earliest activation and blue latest point of activation. Multiple views are
shown of each cardiac source, with the epicardial surfaces shown in the top row and the endocardial surface on the bottom.
Anterior views are shown in the first, third and fifth columns and posterior views in the second, fourth and sixth columns.
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Fig. 2. Errors associated with the conversion of epicardial potentials to activation times. Activation times derived derived from
maximum negative slope are compared to the original activation from which the epicardial potentials were computed. Minimal,
average and maximal errors are shown for one data set with errors of 0.2, 1.0 and 9.4 ms respectively.
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Fig. 3. Control simulations (with50 �V RMS noise) performed with each of the three cardiac sources. Each bar indicates the results
for a different inverse algorithm. (1) Activation with no regularization, (2) TSVD optimal regularization, (3) TSVD-Greensite
optimal regularization, (4-7) Tikhonov CRESO/Lcurve/optimal/zero-crossing regularization and (8-11) Greensite-Tikhonov
CRESO/Lcurve/optimal/zero-crossing regularization. The left column shows the solutions compared using RMS error and the
right column compared using the SI index.
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Input Activation Greensite-Tikhonov

0 10 20 30 40 50

Fig. 4. Activation maps (ms) comparing the input double point source and the inverse computed solutions for the activation (1)
and Greensite-Tikhonov approach and using the zero-crossing method (11) for determining the regularization parameter when
subjected to 50�V RMS of noise. The epicardial surfaces are shown in the top row and the endocardial surface on the bottom
row. Shown are the input activation field (left two columns) and the inverted activation field (middle two columns) and the
activation field from the Greensite-Tikhonov potential solution (right two columns). The colored field represents the activation
times in ms, with red being earliest activation and blue latest activation. Anterior views are shown in the first, third and fifth
columns and posterior views in the second and fourth and sixth columns. The purple spheres in the input source show the
locations of the activation seed points used for generating the activation field.
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Fig. 5. Effect of heart displacement (with10 �V RMS noise) when comparing activation based solutions using the double
point source. The epicardial potential solutions have been converted to activation times so the solutions can be compared.
The solutions for each technique have been compared to the exact solution using the RMS error and are plotted against
the amount the heart has been displaced from is original position. The traces are labelled as follows: (1) Activation with
no regularization, (1a-c) low/medium/high levels of regularization, (2) TSVD optimal regularization, (3) TSVD-Greensite
optimal regularization, (4-7) Tikhonov CRESO/Lcurve/optimal/zero-crossing regularization and (8-11) Greensite-Tikhonov
CRESO/Lcurve/optimal/zero-crossing regularization.
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Fig. 6. Effect of the lateral heart displacement (with10 �V RMS noise) on the various potential based algorithms using the double
point source. The potential based results were directly compared to the known epicardial potentials solutions using the relative
RMS error metric. Legends are as described in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Tikhonov and Greensite-Tikhonov potential inverse methods under different levels of geometric error.
Each plot compares the solutions obtained from the two potential based inverse methods using the zero-crossing method to
determine the regularisation parameter. Shown in (a) and (b) are solutions where the heart has been laterally translated by
10 mm, while (c) and (d) compares solutions where the heart has been displaced by20 mm. The tracings are shown for two
different locations on the epicardium: Electrode A shown in (a) and (c) and Electrode B shown in (b) and (d). Each tracing
shows that the Greensite-Tikhonov method produces solutions with less high frequency oscillations, especially when higher
levels of geometric error are present in the system.


